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Specifications

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 9 x 6.3 x 0.9 inches
ITEM WEIGHT: 37 pounds
BATTERIES: 2 AAA batteries
SPECIAL FEATURE: Automatic Shut-Off
WEIGHT LIMIT: 33 Pounds
MATERIAL: Tempered Glass
MATERIAL: Tempered Glass+ ABS Plastic
5 UNITS: g/ kg/ lb:oz/ fl’oz/ ml
OVERLOAD PROMPT: 0_Ld
LOW BATTERY PROMPT: Lo
BRAND: Howeifull

Introduction

A digital scale is a high-quality scale that provides a more accurate weight reading than an analogue balance scale.
The weight or mass of an item, expressed in pounds, grammes, fluid ounces, or milliliters, is measured by a chef
using a digital kitchen scale, also known as a digital gramme scale.

What’s in the Box?

1* Kitchen Weighing Scale
1* Micro USB Charging Cable



2* AAA Batteries
1* User Manual

Thank you for your choosing our electronic kitchen scale. For proper use of this product and ensuring its accuracy
and service life, please read this manual carefully before using it.

Basic Features

Built in four high-precision load sen
Measuring range: 0.10z to 33.069 Ibs (g to 15kg)
9’x 6.3″ platform and Large lcd display
Tare function (press “TARE/ZERO” button)
Overload prompt (0-Ld)
180 Seconds Auto-off when no operation
5 Unit Conversion: g/kglb:oz/m/fi.oz tempered glass panel

Power Supply

This product adopts the ultra-low energy consumption. And has two powers Ource-2’AAA battery (included) or
rechargeable lithium battery(built-in). Lithium battery:450mA. Charing time:2 hours

Operation

1. Press “ONIOFF” button to turn on the digital scale.
2. Wait for the display reset to Zero, then you can add ingredients on the platform.
3. Tare function: Press the “TARE/ZERO” button to zero out the container (bowl, cup, etc) weight, wait for the

display reset t Zero, then you can add ingredients in the container.

Unit Conversion

Press the “UNIT” to Switch to g kg /1 b:0z Iml flLoz

Turn Off & Auto Off

Press “ONIOFF” to turn off the scale. Or Auto-off in 180 Seconds when no operation.

Overload Prompt



When the display shows “0-Ld”, it means the items you put exceeds the maximum load capacity. Please take away
the ftem immediately to avoid damage to the digital scale.

Low Voltage Prompt

When the display shows “Lo”, it means you need charge the scale now or replace the battery. Calibration (5kg
requires 2000g and 5000g, 10kg/15kg requires 5000g and 10000g weight)

1. When 18888 appears when power on, press the “TAREZERO” key 4 times to display the value, and then press
the “TAREIZERO” key to select the corresponding range.

2. After selecting the corresponding range, press the”unit” key, the display will show “CAL” and the display”CAL”
will be displayed. After 2 seconds, “CAL” will change tovalue” and flash on the display.

3. As the display flashes, place the known weight on the measuring plate.
4. Then the display will flash “number”, put the known weight on the measurement object plate. The display will

flash “PASS” once, indicating that the calibration process is complete.

TIPS

1. Always use the scale on a hard, flat surface, NOT a soft or uneven surface.
2. Don’t put the digital scale in water, wipe clean it by a cloth.
3. The minimum weight recommendation is 2g-3g.
4. Acceptable Tolerance: +-0.1o2/1g

If you have any problem with this digital scale, please feel tree to contact us at

we will reply your email within 24 hours.

Frequently Asked Questions

When the object is removed, will the scale still display the readout?

When the object is removed, the scale’s readout will reset to zero.

Does it touch to turn it off, or do you have to hold it for a few seconds? Thanks

Normally, it can be turned off by touching it or by pressing it firmly for five seconds.

Is the top surface made of tempered glass or stainless steel?

This kitchen scale’s top surface is made of stainless steel.

Is there an automatic shutoff on the scale? If so, how long will it last before shutting off and can the auto-
shutoff be disabled?

The scale has an automated shutoff and keeps running for roughly 3 minutes. After setting, the Auto-shutoff feature



can be disabled.

How can I tell if the digital scale in my kitchen is accurate?

Note the weight of a coin after placing it on the scale. Put one more nickel on the scale, then record the updated
weight. One additional nickel can be added to the scale; record the weight. The weight should have increased by 5g
each time, if your scale is accurate.

What is the utility of a digital scale?

A measuring tool that reads and shows an object’s weight is a digital scale. A digital scale is a high-quality scale that
provides a more accurate weight reading than an analogue balance scale.

Digital scales: might they become inaccurate?

Over time, electronic scales’ circuitry could malfunction, resulting in loss of accuracy. Even brand-new scales may
become unreliable under certain circumstances, particularly in cases of intense heat. Because of this, the most
precise scales will be stable at high temperatures.

How long does the battery last on a scale?

With a typical family of four weighing once per day, the lithium battery should last for around 10 years. Make sure the
battery is properly installed. If the issue persists, review and adhere to the warranty details. Scales life is increased
by the exceptionally low self-discharge of lithium batteries.

Why are digital scales preferable?

The LCD panel on the digital scale offers a more exact and accurate memory capacity and weighing capability.
Weight is easier to see than analogue, and calculation and decimals are provided, providing a more precise reading.

Need batteries while using digital scales?

Standard, disposable batteries are typically used to power scales.
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